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WELCOME
The cryptocurrency journey has been a short yet 
fascinating one.

Digital currencies began to emerge around 2015 and were 
initially considered a thing of fantasy with a cult-like fan 
base.

By 2017, tongues were wagging with talk of ‘the next big 
thing’ as the price of Bitcoin rallied from just a few dollars 
to over $1,000.

The new electronic payment methods were met with some 
cynicism, especially from figures within the traditional 
banking world.

In 2017, JP Morgan’s outspoken CEO, Jamie Dimon, 
famously claimed Bitcoin was a “fraud” and said “if you’re 
stupid enough to buy it, you’ll pay the price for it one day”.

Criticism amongst banking’s elite was not the only 
challenge facing cryptocurrencies. There was an air mystery 
associated with the industry - How did cryptocurrencies 
work? How and where could you buy them? How could you 
spend them? Nobody really seemed to know.

Then, in 2018, Japan fell victim to a number of cyber attacks 
in which cryptocurrency exchanges were hacked resulting 
in the theft of more than $500m in e-currency.

Quite rightly, this made investors nervous, maybe Jamie 
Dimon was right after all? The City was dismissive, the 
wider adoption of cryptocurrencies was in question and 
the online ‘wallets’ in which cryptos were stored were being 
looted.

Initial crypto gains were followed by a spectacular 
capitulation in values, before rallying once again. The 

nerves of adventurous traders were certainly tested, and as 
the table below details, a $10k investment could have been 
worth as much as $200k or as little as $1,500 depending 
upon when the trade was executed.

Year Price move % move $10k trade became

2017 $900 to 
$20,000

+2,100% $210,000

2018 $20,000 to 
$3,000

-85% $1,500

2019 to 
present

$3,000 to 
$60,000

+1,900% $190,000

Today, it would appear Jamie Dimon was wrong, and the 
early adopters were right. Cryptocurrencies have been 
embraced by some of the City’s most influential figures - 
ARK Funds manager Cathie Wood and Tesla’s Elon Musk 
amongst the ‘celebrity’ buyers of late.

Furthermore, payment processing companies Square and 
PayPal have moved to offer e-currency payment methods.

So to Coinbase, the leading US cryptocurrency exchange, 
should you buy shares following the company’s recent 
NASDAQ debut? Read on for more information.

Remember, not all trades prove profitable and we champion 
the market maxim ‘cut your losses’.

Good luck with your investments.

Frederick & Oliver
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Coinbase Global Inc

Frederick & Oliver

Coinbase Global Inc provides financial infrastructure and technology for the cryptoeconomy. The company provides 
primary financial account for the cryptoeconomy, a platform to invest, store, spend, earn, and use crypto assets.

CHART OBSERVATIONS

Listing
NASDAQ

Market Cap
$58.1bn

52-week range
$282 - $429 

Dividend yield
Nil

Current Price
$291

52-week High
$429

Distance to Low
-3%

Distance to High
+47%

THE LEADING CRYPTOCURRENCY EXCHANGE IN THE US HAS 
JUST LISTED ON THE NASDAQ - IS NOW THE TIME TO BUY?
As we established in the introduction, cryptocurrencies are 
finally being embraced by the wider market.

With institutional involvement and endorsement from 
influential figures, cryptocurrencies should become more 
stable investments, experiencing less volatility and pose 
fewer risks.

City endorsements do not come much bigger than Cathie 
Wood. The CEO of ARK Investment Management made 
a name for herself in 2020 when her five flagship ETFs 
gained more than 100%. Wood has a keen eye for emerging 
technologies and disruptive high-growth stocks and was an 
early buyer of Bitcoin and Tesla shares.

The purchasing of e-currencies had previously been a long-
winded process involving a number of currency conversions 
and opening of various accounts. Storing the asset was risky 
business, a number of high profile ‘exchanges’ reported 
hacking attempts and theft of coins.

This is where Coinbase plans to capitalise. The exchange 
has been operational since 2012 and boasts 56 million 
individual users, 7,000 institutions and 115,000 partners 
in over 100 countries. During this time the exchange has 
simplified the user experience, opening an account, buying 
and holding cryptocurrencies is now a process that takes 
just a few minutes.

Users have access to more than 90 e-currencies, though 
more than half of transactions on the platform involve 
Bitcoin (41%) and Ethereum (15%). Coinbase processes 
11.3% of all cryptocurrency transactions.

Coinbase’s attention to security has not been lost on analysts 
at BTIG who described the website as the “gold standard 
among digital-asset exchanges” before stating “Coinbase 

has never been hacked and has rigorously adhered to 
regulatory compliance”. BTIG has a price target of $500 for 
Coinbase shares.

Other Wall Street fans of Coinbase include Rosenblatt 
Securities with a ‘buy’ rating and target price of $450. 
Loop Capital says ‘buy’ targeting $394. DA Davidson has a 
‘buy’ rating with a target between $440-$650 and Moffett 
Nathanson have a ‘buy’ rating and $600 target price.

Analysts at CFRA Research have a bear case of $120 per 
share, base case of $400, and a bull case of $840, citing 
institutional investors could turn to Coinbase shares for 
crypto exposure on the basis many funds are prohibited 
from buying the digital-asset itself.

The punchy target prices are unsurprising given Coinbase’s 
financials. Unlike many new-to-market tech companies, 
Coinbase turned profitable in 2020, banking $322m from 
revenue of $1.1bn, an increase of 139% versus 2019.

Preliminary results indicate 2021 will supercede 2020’s 
achievements with revenue soaring to $1.8 billion in Q1, 
already exceeding 2020’s full year revenue.

Reports claim Cathie Wood snapped up 1.9m shares in 
Coinbase during the first 3 days of trading following the 
stock’s NASDAQ debut 2 weeks ago. 

During the first 3 days of trading, shares ranged between 
$317 and $429, meaning if you bought shares today, you’d be 
beating the fund manager who smashed 2020!

Good luck.

COMPANY 
INFORMATION

52-week Low
$282



First Class

Frederick & Oliver

FREDERICK & OLIVER, A BOUTIQUE BRAND WITH TRADITIONAL 
VALUES, DELIVERS A PREMIUM STOCKBROKING SERVICE. 
Traditional broker-client relationship
To us, the client-broker relationship provides an 
irreplaceable avenue of understanding, guiding you through 
the ever-changing market with assurance and dexterity.

News & Analysis
Reading the stock market can feel relentless, especially 
when looking to trade in markets that demand consistent 
and thorough revision. We deliver need-to-know 
information, highlighting the benefits and consequences 
of industry actions that directly impact your portfolio.

Having access to trustworthy and relevant sources ensure 
that, even amongst your daily commitments, all decisions 
are informed decisions.

Our pledge
Frederick & Oliver endeavors to deliver exceptional 
customer service, after all your stock market portfolio 
deserves nothing less.

City View 
To receive our complimentary newsletter City View by 
email please visit www.frederickandoliver.com/cityview

More information 
Please visit www.frederickandoliver.com

Contact Us 
Call us on 020 8054 7900
Email us at info@frederickandoliver.com
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RISK WARNING

“Frederick & Oliver’s emphasis on providing an old 
fashioned, highly personalised customer service is very 
refreshing in this digital age”
Mr. H-S

“I have known the guys at Frederick & Oliver for over 10 
years. They are far from a regular execution-only broker.  
They go out of their way to keep clients well informed 
of market developments and upcoming events. - Great 
service. Thank you”
Mr. C

“I was totally new to stock trading. Six months on, I have 
been reassured by the team’s safety-first approach. Access 
to the team is easy and fast, they are also quick to get in 
touch with important updates. I have introduced many 
friends to Frederick & Oliver who have given me the same 
positive feedback. Thank you guys”
Mr. A

“Frederick & Oliver has provided me with an excellent 
service. They listen, understand what I need, and provide 
quality market information. There is a always a person at 
the end of the phone, which adds huge value to the service”
Mr. B

“I can highly recommend the services of Frederick & 
Oliver. This is a very professional company providing up 
to date guidance and relevant information”
Mr. W

“Frederick & Oliver is the best CFD broker I have worked 
with. The team understands the markets, are responsive 
to market changes and quickly inform their investors. 
They understand me, my preferences and my weaknesses, 
tempering my natural gun-ho approach in periods of 
uncertainty”
Mr. F

 

All content provided in this report is for your information 
only.

This article may contain opinions and is not advice or a 
recommendation to buy, sell or hold any investment. 
No representation or warranty is given on the present 
or future value or price of any investment, and investors 
should form their own view on any proposed investment. 

This article has not been prepared in accordance with 
legal requirements designed to promote the independence 
of investment research and is considered a marketing 
communication. Non-independent research is not subject 
to FCA rules prohibiting dealing ahead of research, 
however we have put controls in place (including dealing 
restrictions, physical and information barriers) to manage 
potential conflicts of interest presented by such dealing.

Frederick & Oliver (F&O) is an Introducer Appointed 
Representative of C B Financial Services Limited (trading 
as One Financial Markets).

Your account is held with C B Financial Services Limited 
and all dealing, administration and settlement is carried 
out by them.

C B Financial Services Ltd is registered in England with 
company number 6050593.

Frederick & Oliver expressly disclaims all liability from 
actions or transactions arising out of the usage of this 
content. By using our services, you expressly agree to hold 
Frederick & Oliver harmless against any claims whatsoever 
and confirm that your actions are at your sole discretion 
and risk.

CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high 
risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 73% of 
retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs 
with this provider. You should consider whether you 
understand how CFDs work and whether you can afford 
to take the high risk of losing your money.


